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Two copies of this report are furnished the Savannah Office for its information, since the Charleston, South Carolina "News and Courier", and the Augusta, Georgia "Courier", which reprinted the article from the Pompano Beach, Florida "Sun-Sentinel", are located in its territory.
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U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1970-07024-1
regard to Cuba. This report further reflected that BUCHANAN, in addition to being a newspaper writer, was getting involved personally in revolutionary activities pertaining to Haiti and Cuba.

Miami file 47-4019, File 47-48702, pertains to a fugitive investigation on JERRY BUCHANAN, FBI #148937D, the brother of JAMES BUCHANAN. That case involved the use of U.S. Army identification in the name JESSE L. MURPHY by JERRY BUCHANAN in cashing three stolen checks at Miami. That file reflects the brother of JERRY BUCHANAN as JAMES CHARLES BUCHANAN, and the parents as JAMES and FARY BUCHANAN, 3543 Northwest 33rd Street, Miami.

Miami file 2-317, File 2-1712, also pertains to JERRY BUCHANAN, FBI #148937D, and this case was based on recruiting activities by JERRY BUCHANAN for the Anti-Communist International Brigade of FRANK FIORINI. The same file reflects JERRY BUCHANAN was sent to the Florida State Penitentiary as of 7/28/61 for three years as a Parole Violator from a forgery conviction.
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REFERENCES: Bureau letter to Miami 1/8/64, enclosing a copy of an editorial article appearing in the 12/23/63 issue of "The Augusta Courier", published at Augusta, Georgia.
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Two copies of this report are furnished the Savannah Office for its information, since the Charleston, South Carolina "News and Courier", and the Augusta, Georgia "Courier", which reprinted the article from the Pompano Beach, Florida "Sun-Sentinel", are located in its territory.
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U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1970—76324—1
regard to Cuba. This report further reflected that BUCHANAN, in addition to being a newspaper writer, was getting involved personally in revolutionary activities pertaining to Haiti and Cuba.

Miami file 47-4019, Bufile 47-48702, pertains to a fugitive investigation on JERRY BUCHANAN, FBI #148937D, the brother of JAMES BUCHANAN. That case involved the use of U.S. Army identification in the name JESSE L. MURPHY by JERRY BUCHANAN in cashing three stolen checks at Miami. That file reflects the brother of JERRY BUCHANAN as JAMES EARLES BUCHANAN, and the parents as JAMES and MARY BUCHANAN, 3543 Northwest 33rd Street, Miami.

Miami file 2-317, Bufile 2-1712, also pertains to JERRY BUCHANAN, FBI #148937D, and this case was based on recruiting activities by JERRY BUCHANAN for the Anti-Communist International Brigade of FRANK FIORINI. The same file reflects JERRY BUCHANAN was sent to the Florida State Penitentiary as of 7/28/61 for three years as a Parole Violator from a forgery conviction.
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